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Abstract. Nowadays, there is a current trend in software industry to
modernize traditional Web Applications (WAs) to Rich Internet Appli-
cations (RIAs). In this context, Model Driven (MD) Web Engineering
approaches have been extended with new modeling primitives to ob-
tain the benefits provided by RIA features. However, during the last
decade, widespread language-specific Web frameworks have supported
actual Web system development. In this paper we present a MD mod-
ernization process to obtain RIAs from legacy WAs based on such frame-
works. MD techniques reduce complexity and improve reusability of the
process. Being navigational information of upmost importance for the
modernization process of a Web application, the paper is focused on
presenting the metamodel defined to extract navigational information
from the legacy system, the models obtained and the projection of these
models to a particular MD Web Engineering methodology.

Keywords: WebModels Transformations, Software Modernization, RIA.

1 Introduction

Rich Internet Applications have emerged as the most promising platform for
Web 2.0 development combining the lightweight distribution architecture of the
Web with the interface interactivity and computation power of desktop appli-
cations [10]. To take advantages of these new capabilities, there is a current
trend in the industry to perform a modernization of their legacy WA to produce
RIA counterparts. This trend is, even, more evident with the transition to the
forthcoming HTML5 that implements natively most of these features gaining
momentum.

In this context, Model Driven Web Engineering (MDWE) approaches [13]
have been extended with new modeling primitives to obtain the benefits pro-
vided by RIA features [5][9]. This way, introducing RIA features in legacy WA
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developed using models becomes a feasible task as it has been shown in [14][12].
However, during the last decade, widespread language-specific Web frameworks
(e.g. Struts1) have supported the actual developments of these WAs, neglecting
the benefits provided by model driven approaches. These frameworks are often
tied to the programming-language level, making maintenance and moderniza-
tion processes a difficult task. Traditionally, these modernization processes have
been performed in an ad-hoc manner, resulting in very expensive and error-prone
projects.

This work is part of a larger research project, called MIGRARIA2, where
a systematic and semi-automatic process to modernize legacy non-model-based
data-driven WAs into RIAs has been defined. The modernization process out-
lined before comprises a series of complex challenges so we try to provide the
engineer with a systematic method and a partially automated toolkit. One of
the leading ideas of this project is to use model driven techniques and tools to
deal with the complexity of extraction and interpretation processes [11]. In this
paper we focus on the navigational information of the legacy system, being of
upmost importance for a WA.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 an illustrative
example is depicted. Section 3 introduces our approach to extract navigational
models from a Struts-based legacy WA. The related work is discussed in Section
4. Finally, main conclusions and future work are outlined in Section 5.

2 Illustrative Example

The Agenda3 system is one of the projects used within the MIGRARIA project.
The main goal of this system is to manage the student agenda in a university
faculty. Agenda is an example of data-driven WA since the Web layer of the
system mainly consists of a CRUD client that interacts with the underlying
information system. Several frameworks and Java stack technologies for WAs
have been used in the development of the system, e.g. Struts for the Web layer.

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the system. This part corresponds to the pro-
fessor management process within the administrator session and includes all the
CRUD operations related to the professor data entity resulting in different nav-
igational flows that start (depart from) and finish (arrive to) in the same page
(page01 ). This part of the system is representative enough to be an example
of the most common navigational flows used in the system. Observe in the fig-
ure that the page containing the list of professors (Display action) is marked as
page01, the professor sign in page (Creation action) is marked as page02 and
the removing and updating page (Remove and Update actions) as page03. We
have also identified the navigational flows between these pages in order to be
referenced in subsequent sections. The example contains 5 different navigational
flows identified as: p01-p02 flow (page01 Create Professor link), p02-p01 flow

1 http://struts.apache.org/
2 http://www.unex.es/eweb/migraria
3 http://www.unex.es/eweb/migraria/cs/agenda
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Fig. 1. Pages and flows of the illustrative example

(Page02 create button), p01-p03 flow (page01 list item links), p03-p01-U flow
(page03 update button), and p03-p01-R flow (page03 remove button).

3 The Approach

The main goal of this work consists of the extraction of navigational models
from WAs developed with MVC-based Web Frameworks. Figure 2 describes the
main steps of our model driven reengineering process. As previously shown, for
practical purposes, Struts has been selected as the reference Web Framework for
this work.

Fig. 2. Model Driven Reengineering

As input, our process takes the source code of a Struts-based WA to perform a
static analysis. First of all, MoDisCo [2] discoverers are used to generate models
directly from the source code (text-to-model transformation). We then use these
models to produce a representation of the WA on a higher level of abstraction
conformed to our MVC (Struts) metamodel. This transformation is specified
by the definition of ATL Rules (not detailed in this work). On this stage, we
build a MVC (Struts) model that collects all the interaction flows (and the
elements involved) defined on the Web layer, generating a comprehensive view
of the navigational concern. So an intermediate model representation of the WA
is produced before generating a concrete conceptual representation according to
a MDWE approach [13]. Following the main elements and activities involved in
the last section of our process are detailed (dashed line at figure 2).
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3.1 Locating Navigation Information

In MVC Web Frameworks, the navigational information is scattered through-
out the views and the controller specification so that the encapsulation of this
information into a software artifact (model) is also a contribution of our work.
So we need to locate and extract all the information related to every request-
response mapping process and the elements involved. Every JSP is analyzed to
locate every request, that may appear as HTML links or as HTML form actions.
The source of extraction for request parameters differs: actual action method
source code or ActionForm, respectively. Front Controller configuration is also
analyzed. The Struts framework allows defining several requests for each action.
These requests can be forwarded to a JSP or to a different action (concatenat-
ing actions). And regarding actions, it is necessary to know their methods in
order to identify possible process flows of a request (different responses). More-
over, we also analyze the operations related with the poppulation of data to the
selected view.

Navigation Paths in the Case Study. Regarding our running example,
Table 1 shows the information to be extracted from the ActionMappings and
their relationships with the navigational flows described in Section 2. As the
example denotes, it is common practice to write Actions that both navigate to
a page and handle forms submitted from that page. Its general form is to hard
code the mapping decision, depending on the value of a request parameter, inside
the execute method of the Action and to use a single ActionMapping in struts-
config.xml to configure it [4]. Two of the three ActionMappings considered follow
that pattern. Both, createProfessor and ProfessorDetail response in a different
way to the same request with different parameters. On the other hand, if the
request does not contain data (page01 as source) they forward to page02 and
page03 respectively, whilst forward and returns to page01 if the form contains
data, processing previously the operation with the data contained in the form.
ActionMapping ProfessorDetail may be considered a special type of this pattern:
one action responses to three different requests. The first ActionMapping is
related with the request of the action that generates page01 (the source of this
request is out of the scope of the example considered).

Table 1. Navigation information in the ActionMapping instances considered

Page Page Name Request Action Forward Nav. Path

No data ProfessorList P01

01 ProfessorList No data CreateProfessor P02 p01-p02

ProfessorList No data ProfessorDetail P03 p01-p03

02 CreateProfessor Form CreateProfessor P01 p02-p01

03 ProfessorDetail Form update ProfessorDetail P01 p03-p01U

ProfessorDetail Form delete ProfessorDetail P01 p03-p01R
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3.2 MVC Metamodel

To represent the information extracted from the legacy system, an Ecore meta-
model has been defined, named the Struts navigation metamodel. It allows spec-
ifying the elements of the Struts framework but also their relationships in order
to define the different navigational flows. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the Struts
metamodel (simplified view).

Fig. 3. Struts Navigation Metamodel

The entities defined in our Struts metamodel try to represent the three fun-
damental components of the MVC pattern and their relationships. The Model
component is represented by the Parameter class referencing actual data enti-
ties from the data model. Data transmission is represented by DataContainer
hierarchy, which defines convenient subclasses for representing request param-
eters, form fields and session data. The View component is represented by the
Page class. The View-Controller relation is mainly represented by the Request
class. The Controller component is represented by the ActionMapping, Action
and Method classes. The Controller-View relation is represented by the Forward
classes.

Due to space limitation, we have not included the figure presenting the Struts
model of the illustrative example nor its explanation4.

4 The interested reader may refer to the online material of this work, see footnote 3
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3.3 Projection to a MDWE Approach

To exemplify the projection process, Object-Oriented Hypermedia (OOH) [6] has
been selected as final representation. OOH has been recently extended to RIA [7],
so it fulfills one of our main requirements. In this work, just navigational model
is considered. Table 2 summarizes the fundamental mappings defined between
Struts elements and OOH navigational elements. Those mappings have been
implemented by means of ATL rules.

Table 2. Struts-OOH mapping overview

Struts OOH

Struts Navigational Model

Page Request/Form Navigational Class

Request Parameters, ActionForm fields Navigational Attribute

ActionMapping/ActionForward Service Association

ActionMapping/PageForward Traversal Association

It is worth noting that the way OOH defines navigation is structurally and
semantically different from the viewpoint of Struts. Basically, OOH defines con-
crete views of data model entities as navigation nodes (navigational classes). And
it then links those nodes by means of navigational associations, which may be
node-to-node navigation (traversal association) or mediated by a business logic
invocation (service association). Precisely, we focus on that differentiation in the
projection example presented herein as figure 4 illustrates. On the one hand, p01-
p02 flow is finally represented as a traversal association instance, meanwhile a
service association instance captures p02-p01 flow. As stated before, both flows
are processed by the same ActionMapping; however, each of them is forwarded
to a different Struts element: the former to a page, and the latter to an action.
We have used that difference to select one or another navigational association
type. On the other hand, page01 and page02 are directly translated into cor-
responding navigational class instances. Page02, by example, is populated with
the navigational attributes corresponding to the form fields of request02.

Fig. 4. OOH Navigational Model
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4 Related Work

Web Application information extraction has been performed by reverse engi-
neering techniques [8]. Although those approaches obtain similar results to those
presented herein, we consider they follow an alternative strategy that we also
consider to follow in the MIGRARIA project.

Although our intention is to use Architecture Driven Modernization (ADM)
[15] as the reference framework to define our modernization process, we have de-
clined to use Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM) because of its complexity
and lack of definition for user interface representation. In that sense, MoDisco
[2] is a generic, extensible and open source approach for software moderniza-
tion that makes an intensive use of MDD principles and techniques which could
be used as base to implement ADM. Our work presents a specialization of the
framework defined by MoDisco to be applied in concrete modernization scenarios
from legacy WAs into RIAs.

Framework-Specific Modeling Language (FSML) [1] is a DSL to support the
development of framework-based applications. FSML has been applied success-
fully to migrate a WA from Struts to JSF. But it is a migration proposal defined
at a low-level of abstraction and, then, it does not align with our goals.

In [3] the authors introduce a process to extract models from Struts systems
by means of DSLs to generate a JavaServer Faces version of the system. Note
that the goals of this work and ours are slightly different. The former proposes
a modernization of a system based on a Web framework to a system based on a
different framework whilst our work presents a modernization to a RIA.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The context of this work is established by the MIGRARIA project, an approach
for systematic WA-to-RIA model driven modernization. In this paper, we have
specially focused on extracting navigational models from Struts-based Web Ap-
plications. By means of a running example we have detailed the main activities
(locate, represent, transform) and artifacts (code, metamodel, model, transfor-
mation rules) related to the extraction process. The process is lead by different
model driven artifacts that allows to define a systematic and reusable process.We
have also specified our own Struts metamodel to define intermediate navigation
models that remain independent of any MDWE approach. Those intermediate
models may be eventually projected to the selected approach by means of model
transformations.

As main lines for future work on navigation extraction we consider the follow-
ing: (1) refining and validating the approach with a larger set of case studies; (2)
extending the approach to support uniformly a set of MVC-based Web frame-
works; (3) complementing the approach with WARE strategies; and (4) defining
a comprehensive tool chain to assist the whole extraction process.
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